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ments of a complete ostrich-egg1 lying upon and half immersed
in the sand. I gathered them up for my collection. There
could be little doubt that the egg had hatched out in this very
spot, and it was difficult enough to believe that that event
had occurred at least 40 or 50 years ago. Yet Salim and
Suwid insisted that it must be so. Only the oldest men of the
desert had seen the great bird alive in these parts when they
went hunting with their fathers. To their successors the
ostrich was but a myth from the dead past.
So we passed from the first valley across its bordering ridge
into the second, at whose further edge along the third ridge
of Bani Ma'aridh we came at length to rest in the midst of
withered thickets of Abal. The long march in the heat with
only a pot of tea at mid-day had exhausted me, and I lay
down without ceremony to sleep in the lengthening shade of
a dead bush. The sun was below the horizon when Sa'dan
woke me with a pot of tea, and I felt refreshed enough to
deal with astronomical observations and the other records
which a traveller must keep. But I was beginning to wonder
whether I could do another such day on my waterless
regime with only a small allowance of dates and a steadily
lessening quantity of raw meat to sustain me each day.
With milk now cut out of my diet I reckoned that my total
daily consumption of liquid amounted to five small pots of
tea—perhaps four pints in the aggregate. When I joined
my companions for our frugal dinner Zayid held out a bowl
of Tm'lk to me. Drink, said he, and think no more of what
passed yesternight. I cannot do that, I replied, with the oath
upon me. But it is no matter. Drink ye, and I assume you
that I bear no malice. So they drank and were refreshed; and
the hatchet was buried between us. After dinner they dealt
with the camels. Four of them were found to need a proper
drink, including my gallant Na'riya. A skin and a half of
water was poured out to them in an upturned sheepskin
over-saddle, for we had brought no bucket. A kettle apiece
sufficed for the rest, poured into the nose. I slept while they
were at the doctoring and half an hour after midnight we
were again in the saddle. My thermometer showed a tem-
1 See Appendix.

